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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Executive Summary provides an overview of the SAN BENITO COUNTY SHORT AND LONG 
RANGE PLAN. 

1.0 Introduction 
This section introduces the project, its purpose and scope, and summarizes the content 
of this Plan. 

San Benito Local Transportation Authority (LTA), with the assistance of Majic Consulting 
Group, has prepared a Short and Long Range Transit Plan to improve and enhance 
regional public transportation in its service area.  

The Plan involved a thorough assessment of system performance and agency financial 
data. Development of the Plan also provided a number of different forums for community 
input and involvement to gain insight on each community’s various needs. 

2.0 Situation Analysis 
This section established existing conditions regarding the current public transportation 
services and infrastructure in San Benito County. LTA’s current network of transit 
services was analyzed and transit needs were assessed. The Situation Analysis also 
served as a tool for decision making for future service changes.  

2.1 SERVICE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 

San Benito County is near the coast of California. The total land area is 1,396 square 
miles (893,440 acres). The county includes the southern end of the Santa Clara Valley, 
the eastern slopes of the Gabilan Range, and the western slopes of the Diablo Range.  

Population is concentrated in the northern part of the county in the Hollister and San 
Juan Valleys, which include the county’s only two (2) incorporated cities, Hollister and 
San Juan Bautista. 

The California Department of Finance 2013 population estimate for the county was 
56,669. Sixty-four percent (64%) of the population (36,108) resides in Hollister. San 
Juan Bautista has a population of 1,881, or 3.3% of the population. 

Growth has been moderate, averaging 0.5% for the county and 0.4% for the City of 
Hollister; however, the last few years have demonstrated stronger growth. The population 
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for the county grew 1.5% between 2012 and 2013, while the City of Hollister had a 
growth rate of 1.6% in the same time frame. 

Over half (56.4%) of San Benito’s residents are classified as Hispanic or Latino. Within 
the City of Hollister, almost two-thirds (66.4%) are classified as Hispanic. Spanish is the 
primary language other than English spoken at home; 36.3% speak Spanish. Of those 
who speak Spanish at home, over half (52.4%) speak English less than “very well.” In 
Hollister, the percentage of Spanish-speaking homes is higher at 42.3% with 54.6% 
speaking English less than “very well.” 

Within San Benito County, 3.5% of the households have no vehicle available, and 25.0% 
have only one vehicle. Within the City of Hollister, these percentages are higher: 4.4% of 
households have no vehicle, and 25.0% have only one. 

The county has two (2) high schools. Eleven (11) schools are kindergarten through eighth 
grade; however, the majority of schools are in remote areas of the county with limited 
enrollment. 

2.2 PLANNING CONTEXT 

The Short and Long Range Plan was built upon a number of other planning studies which 
were reviewed and the recommendations incorporated, as appropriate, into this Plan. 

2.3 PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM & NEEDS. 

LTA offers two (2) basic types of transportation services and contracts to two (2) different 
contractors to provide transit services: 

1. Fixed Route Services:  LTA operates general local fixed route and Intercounty fixed 
route services under a contract with a private contractor, MV Transportation Inc.  

2. Demand Response Public Transportation: LTA also has a contract with Jovenes de 
Antaño, a nonprofit organization, for specialized transportation services. In addition, 
Dial-A-Ride is provided under LTA’s contract with MV. The Dial-A-Ride provides both 
Americans with Disabilities (ADA) complementary paratransit service and general 
demand response service. 

LOCAL FIXED ROUTE NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
LTA’s fixed route network suffered extensive service reductions during the recent 
economic depression of 2007-2010, which have yet to be restored. The most difficult of 
these cuts is the elimination of all mid-day weekday services. Local (Hollister) fixed route 
does not completely or efficiently meet a number of transit needs. 
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REGIONAL (INTERCOUNTY NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
LTA provides a strong regional transit connection to its historic commute destination, 
Santa Clara County, via the existing Gavilan, Caltrain/Greyhound Routes. Recent 
demographic shifts, and job growth in areas south and west of San Benito County may be 
creating viable transit markets to such areas as Salinas/Monterey, and perhaps Santa 
Cruz County.  

DEMAND RESPONSE NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
Although service policies vary from service to service, the operations of Americans with 
Disabilities (ADA) Paratransit, General Public Dial-A-Ride and the Southside & Sunnyslope 
Area Discount Reservation Services are fully integrated for economies of scale, using the 
same in-service fleet and centralized dispatch center. While some meet the needs of 
special populations, other services would be duplicative with all day fixed route service. 

3.0 Service Evaluation & Alternatives 
This sections analyzes the key issues impacting public transportation. Various 
alternatives for service modification and expansion are then analyzed individually.  When 
financial limitations were considered, three (3) alternatives were developed for a short 
term solution.. 

1. Status Quo Scenario. The “do nothing/no project” scenario would keep the 
current three (3)-bus, three (3)-route, non-interlined system with the temporal 
gap in midday service. General Public Dial-A-Ride, Southside & Sunnyslope Area 
Discount Reservation Services and demand response services between San Juan 
Bautista, Tres Pinos, and Hollister would continue to be provided at current 
levels. ADA paratransit would also continue to be provided by separate 
vehicles/service hours within Hollister during fixed route service hours. Jovenes 
de Antaño would continue to operate its current mix of transportation services at 
current levels. 

2. Financially Constrained Scenario: FlexiBus. The financially constrained scenario 
implements more efficient operations by reducing overlapping, competing 
services, and streamlining LTA's service delivery model through a deviated fixed 
route system, Flexibus. Additional resources are used to augment LTA’s popular 
Intercounty services. The need for midday general public Dial-A-Ride service in 
Hollister is eliminated, since FlexiBus service is available all day and provides 
Americans with Disability (ADA) service. A separate ADA paratransit service is not 
required.  
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3. Financially Elastic Scenario: Pulsed Fixed Route. In the financially elastic 
scenario, the current financial restrictions are not considered. An all-day fixed 
route is achieved by augmenting the current “status quo” three (3)-bus fixed 
route network. This scenario includes filling the midday service gap, creating a 
new timed transfer point downtown to reduce crosstown travel times, interlining 
of routes, and retiming of schedules to better mesh with school travel needs. In 
this scenario ADA paratransit will still need to be provided by separate vehicles 
inside Hollister, reducing hours that can be reallocated from the Dial-A-Ride side, 
making this option more costly. Jovenes de Antaño continues to operate its 
current mix of transportation services at current levels; however, these may grow 
slightly in the future. Intercounty services would be reconfigured to serve San 
Juan Bautista and additional service added to meet current demand.  

3.1 LOCAL FIXED ROUTE 

County Express local Hollister fixed route is struggling, a victim of service cuts and 
competing service modes. In addition, while the route alignments themselves seem to 
cover the most transit-likely origin and destination areas, holes and inefficiencies exist.  

Clearly, some areas exist where local (Hollister) fixed route transit needs are not being 
completely, or most efficiently, met. In evaluating LTA local fixed route services, the 
following needs were noted: 

Limited service hours on LTA during both weekdays and weekends, which both 
disenfranchises riders and may push them to use services more costly to LTA; 

Variable scheduling on existing runs, specifically the differing run times of each 
loop, resulting in stop times that are difficult to remember; 

Connectivity issues, both in scheduling and stop locations, which cause issues 
such as difficulty in transferring, long wait times and walks necessary between 
stops; 

Ineffective scheduling serving local schools; 

Unserved or underserved areas; 

Signage issues; 

Lack of igher capacity, traditional “low-floor” transit buses that self-identify as 
public; and 

Need for increased marketing of fixed route to “fixed-route-friendly” market 
segments. 
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3.2 REGIONAL (INTERCOUNTY) TRANSIT SERVICE

To improve regional service – both Intercounty and intra-county transportation – 
modifications and additions can be made to accommodate commuting needs based on 
available funding. In some cases, alternative methods may be explored to contain 
expenses: 

Improve service for San Juan Bautista; 

Standardize schedules; 

Improve frequencies; 

Service to Salinas; and 

Service to Watsonville. 

3.3 DEMAND RESPONSE TRANSIT  

LTA’s ADA paratransit is fully compliant with ADA regulations. The overall demand 
response program exceeds basic ADA requirements by providing general public Dial-A-
Ride service and coverage outside the Hollister local fixed route service area. 

LTA’s mix of specialized public transportation services has evolved to serve a range of 
local Hollister, county-wide and out-of-county mobility needs. A high quality and 
productive service is provided through this mix of demand response services. Several 
specialized public transportation service strategies were developed: 

Address existing or potential service overlaps; 

Avoid unfair subsidized public transportation competition with the private sector 
taxi industry; 

Control costs as need for demand response services increases; 

Manage the growth in demand for demand response services; 

Complement existing and future local fixed route public transit services; 

Maintain the integrity of the type of service provided by Jovenes de Antaño; and 

Sustain the high level of productivity of the ADA paratransit and general public 
Dial-A-Ride services. 
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4.0   Performance Measurement System 
This section establishes Performance Measurement System for developing and 
monitoring the network of transit services in San Benito County. Carefully selecting and 
implementing quantifiable, measurable and attainable goals and objectives will define 
the direction taken by San Benito Local Transportation Authority (LTA) over the next five 
(5) years and provide a foundation for the strategic plan. 

The new goals for the current Performance Monitoring System more directly reflect the 
evolving system and address LTA’s new mission, vision and values. 

I. Operate a high quality public transportation system (safe, reliable, 
accessible, efficient and affordable).  

II. Meet the growing demand for new services and implement innovative and 
cost effective solutions in meeting the increasing public transportation 
needs of the community. 

III. Provide leadership in public transportation to enhance the quality of life and 
economic vitality in San Benito County and its cities and communities. 

IV. Educate the public about transit services in the area and the benefits of 
public transportation to the community and individuals. 

V. Maintain a fiscally-responsible, efficient transit system. 

VI. Encourage transit-friendly design in local jurisdictional development projects, 
making them able to be well served by transit. 

Objectives, which provide quantifiable measures of the goals, provide descriptions for 
each goal.  Standards and Measures which set quantifiable targets for achieving adopted 
goals, were developed for the objectives. 

5.0 Strategic Plan 
This Section describes strategies which LTA can use to address issues in an uncertain 
future though the use of five (5) possible future scenarios.  

Complexity and volatility are creating unprecedented challenges for today's transit 
operators. Scenario planning, properly executed, provides the tools for making strategic 
decisions and taking speedy corrective action. 
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5.1 SCENARIO PLANNING 

The SSTRATEGIC PLAN provides five (5) potential future scenarios to allow LTA to evaluate 
options presented in the OOPERATIONS AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN. The resulting potential 
future scenarios represent very different, but plausible, futures that are relevant to LTA’s 
focal issues: 

1. Rolling Along Scenario: RTP Base Case assumptions;  

2. Bumpy Road Scenario: Assumptions based on a more pessimistic view.  

3. Accelerated Drive Scenario: SAN BENITO COUNTY GENERAL PLAN assumptions and 
generally favorable events. 

4. New Momentum Scenario: Assumptions provide an optimistic view of the future. 

5. Wild Ride Scenario: Assumptions demonstrated volatility. 

5.2 OPERATIONAL PLANNING WITH SCENARIOS 

The goal of developing these multiple scenarios is not to improve the odds of correctly 
predicting the future, but rather to allow LTA to fully understand the driving forces 
affecting the future. By understanding and recognizing these driving forces, the ability of 
LTA to plan for alternative operating environments and to react to change is enhanced. 

LTA may evaluate their current strategy against the scenarios and assess the 
"robustness" of their strategy. If a strategy would be sound or successful across several 
alternative futures, LTA can view it as robust. If the strategy is successful in only one 
alternative future, it puts LTA at greater risk. LTA may also develop "contingency" plans 
for how they would operate in each future. 

6.0 Operations & Implementation Plan 
The Operations and Implementation Plan integrates the various options for service 
improvements developed during the Alternatives Analysis with the fiscal realities that 
San Benito Local Transportation Authority faces in the future, to layout an “evolution” 
that first improves service using the limited funding currently available. 

6.1 SHORT TERM OPERATIONS PLAN 

HOLLISTER LOCAL SERVICE SHORT TERM RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Implement FlexiBus two (2)-Bus flex route, all day service. FlexiBus configuration, 

creating fixed route times at the highest ridership bus stops in the current route 
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network, and “covering” areas outside these main attractors with deviations that 
are called in to dispatch, or requested directly from bus drivers (who relay them 
to dispatch). FlexiBus will require County Express dispatch staff to assign 
Americans with Disabilities (ADA) paratransit and general public phone requests 
to the appropriate (based on scheduled times and direction) FlexiBus trip. 
Though more structured, this is not vastly different from LTA’s current practice of 
“on-demand” trip assignments to Dial-A-Ride (DAR) and ADA paratransit.  

2. Develop supplemental fixed routes based on capacity demands.  Two (2) 
supplemental fixed routes (tripper service) in the morning and two (2) in the 
afternoons would be timed to meet demand from middle and secondary 
students. 

INTERCOUNTY SERVICE SHORT TERM RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Reconfigure Caltrain Route to serve San Juan Bautista. LTA can improve 

commuting options from San Juan Bautista by standardizing the alignment that 
its current “Caltrain Service” follows to serve San Juan Bautista rather than the 
Hwy 25 alignment in place today. 

2. Increase capacity to serve TJ Owens Early College Academy at Gavilan College. 
Investing in additional trips to add capacity at TJ Owens bell times, which are 
consistently at 7:55-8:00 a.m. in the mornings, and at 3:20 p.m. each day except 
Friday (when students are released at 2:45 p.m.), will provide a number of growth 
opportunities. 

3. Improve access by adding bus stop in San Juan Bautista. San Juan and the LTA 
would mutually benefit from both upgrading the Abbe Park bus stop(s) and 
establishing two (2) more pairs of bus stops, on either end of the community, to 
shorten walking distance for those not travelling near Abbe Park.  

4. Operate consistent weekday schedules regardless of Gavilan classes. The recent 
practice of reducing service on days that Gavilan is out of session is confusing to 
riders and only saves a modest amount of operating funds (especially if 
deadhead time and mileage are considered). 

5. Revise weekend Gilroy Express schedules. The current schedule should be 
adjusted to match the scheduled inter-regional departure times.   

6. Enhance existing Gilroy Express service to better connect with existing express 
buses in Gilroy. Improving connections from Hollister and San Juan Bautista into 
existing VTA Express Buses that serve Gilroy is a reasonable and financially 
manageable way to improve transit options to job centers in the Silicon Valley. 
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7. Merged branding & marketing strategy – one service “Gilroy Express.”  With 
combined schedules, there exists an opportunity to market the service as one, an 
all-day intercity service between Hollister, San Juan Bautista, and Gilroy, 
connecting to the greater bay area and greyhound at the Gilroy 
Caltrain/Greyhound station. 

DIAL-A-RIDE & AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES (ADA) SHORT TERM 
RECONMENDATIONS
The plan provides for one (1) demand response vehicle available during the 12 hours per 
day that the flex route is in operation and another demand response vehicle available 
during peak periods for four (4) hours per day. The demand response vehicles will-- 

Provide relief for the FlexiBus when the volume of off-route pick-ups the 
ability of the FlexiBus to maintain schedule; 

Provide transportation for riders outside the FlexiBus range; 

Provide life-line trips to San Juan Bautista and Tres Pinos;  and 

Supplement Jovenes de Antaño specialized services. 

SPECIALIZE SERVICES SHORT TERM RECONMENDATIONS 
Since the FlexiBus will not be able to provide door-through-door assisted service, there 
may be more pressure on the Jovenes de Antaño services to provide door-through-door 
service to those who need this level of assistance. The plan allows Jovenes to increase 
its vehicle revenue hours by over 10 percent or 857 additional hours. 

LTA and Jovenes should take immediate steps to increase service efficiency (passengers 
per vehicle revenue hour), including-- 

Improve scheduling practices to effectively group similar passenger trips; 

Enhance dispatch control to effectively manage service operations and 
respond to changes on a real-time basis; 

Ensure scheduled revenue hours are aligned with ridership demand; 

Implement and enforce policies to reduce no-shows and late cancels; and 

Encourage “group” ridership (several riders going together). 
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SHORT TERM IMPLEMENTATION 

Implementing the FlexiBus System 

1. Conduct internal stakeholder education and outreach. 

2. Conduct Public outreach 

3. Field-simulate and finalize FlexiBus route schedule. 

4. Identify and reach consensus on location of downtown transfer hub. 

5. Check local school bell times for changes, then field simulate and finalize school 
tripper schedules. 

6. Select service change dates. 

7. Launch and monitor performance of flex route and trippers. 

Implementing Intercounty Corridor Standardization and Schedule Enhancement 

1. Conduct internal stakeholder education and outreach. 

2. Conduct public outreach and marketing. 

3. Field simulate and finalize new “Gilroy Express” schedule. 

4. Select service change date. 

5. Launch and monitor performance of Gilroy Express.  

INSTITUTIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. With the assistance of a veteran transit management professional, establish an 

effective contract management program for LTA’s operations contracts. 

2. Enhance the financial management of San Benito County Local Transportation 
Authority (LTA).  

6.2  FUTURE OPERATIONS PLAN 

The future operations plan is provided to offer alternatives that may be implemented 
under more favorable scenarios developed in the Long Range Plan, within a three (3)- to 
25-year time frame. 
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HOLLISTER LOCAL SERVICE LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Provide all-day fixed route service for three (3) Hollister local routes (implement 

financially elastic scenario: pulsed fixed route). 

2. Discontinue the non-school-day deletion of blue route service. 

3. Initiate Saturday service on blue & green fixed routes. 

4. Initiate Sunday service on green & blue Hollister local routes. 

5. Increase frequencies on blue & green routes. 

6. Add school-bell capacity on existing routes or trippers (blue/green), or add new, 
school-commute-oriented bell-time routes as needed. 

7. Introduce limited Saturday red route service. 

INTERCOUNTY LONG TERM SERVICE RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Enhance weekend Gilroy express schedules. 

2. Expanded weekday midday intercounty schedule – improve frequencies. 

3. Initiate weekday Intercounty peak-hour service to Salinas. 

4. Initiate weekday Intercounty mid-day service to Salinas. 

5. Initiate weekday Intercounty service to Watsonville. 

DIAL-A-RIDE & AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES (ADA) LONG TERM 
RECOMENDATIONS
With the future establishment of a fixed route service and the elimination of FlexiBus 
service, American with Disabilities (ADA) Dial-A-Ride will be required. It is envisioned that 
this service will be restricted to registered ADA riders and seniors over the age of 65. LTA 
may also elect to continue demand response service to areas outside of the fixed route 
service area.  

SPECIALIZED SERVICES LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS 
A Mobility Management plan would help to better coordinate public transportation 
services in the county of San Benito.  The Mobility Management Center could act as a 
one-stop call center for persons with special transportation needs and work as a 
centralized trip broker. 
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7.0 Financial & Capital Plan 
The financial analysis for the development of the short range transit plan constructed 
three financial (3) scenarios for transit service supported by the operational plan 
alternatives: 

Status Quo Scenario: This is the “no project” scenario that would maintain the 
existing level of service and the existing system design.   

Financially Constrained Scenario:  FlexiBus. This is the recommended alternative 
which would redesign the system by modifying the existing fixed route system in 
Hollister to a route deviation fixed route design.  

Financially Elastic Scenario:  Pulsed Fixed Route. This alternative would provide 
an expanded, all day, three bus fixed system design.   

The analysis highlighted the need to maintain the financially constrained scenario 
(FlexiBus) for the near term, three (3) to five (5) years. 

The Financial Plan included seven (7) financial recommendations: 

1. The SBCOG should strongly consider adding transit to any sales tax measure 
that is moved forward.  

2. The SBCOG should continue to evaluate its annual expenditures for COG 
administrative and, if possible, reduce the level of LTF funds that the COG 
uses for administrative and planning expenses.  

3. The SBCOG should strongly consider using any remaining street and road 
and bicycle and pedestrian reserves for support of the transit capital 
program.  

4. The SBCOG should consider the use of State Transportation Implementation 
Program (STIP) funds and other federal flex funds for transit as well as 
streets, roads and highway projects to support the transit capital 
replacement program. 

5. SBCOG and LTA should continue to actively pursue any and all state 
discretionary funds for capital replacement and/or service expansion.   

6. LTA should consider a fare increase at some time during the SRTP planning 
period. Assuming the FlexiBus scenario is implemented, LTA should impose a 
$1.00 surcharge for each deviation.   
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7. SBCOG and LTA should do a thorough scrubbing of their state and federal 
grants to determine if there are any unexpended funds that could be used to 
support their capital and operating program.     

8.0 Marketing Plan 
The new FlexiBus service plan and expanded Intercounty service presents LTA an 
excellent opportunity to develop its marketing program and recreate its branding 

For the FlexiBus, three (3) keys to success were identified: 

1. Frequency of service; 

2. Simplicity; and 

3. Convenience. 

For the Intercounty service, the keys to success are— 

1. Reliability; 

2. Convenience; and 

3. Flexibility. 

The look and feel of the branding and positioning strategies is achieved by assigning 
qualities to the features, which translate into benefits by the target market. 

The tactical decision for each program complement the marketing strategies for both of 
the proposed services: FlexiBus and Intercounty Service.


